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Abstract—This study aims to determine the factors to assess the habitability of the modernized Korean traditional housing complex called New-Hanok Village and examine evaluation methods for its components in aspects of the urban planning. To determine the specificity of New-Hanok Village, it is necessary to assess major factors towards the habitability such as Feng-Shui and Yin-Yang. Five design elements of contemporary Hanok residential complex and their characteristics have been investigated to respond to needs of modern people with defining assessment factors derived from the VE (Value Engineering) operation by the evaluation system for the habitability. Through this process, the value of the New-Hanok Village could be settled and its data could be classified. In addition, it would be possible that designers can make decisions quickly by offering necessary plans and element details, while builders would be able to reduce cost and shorten construction period by the whole VE process.
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I. Introduction

Recently, Korean traditional residence called Hanok is being taken for great attentions with many advantages in aspect of the beauty, the environmental sustainability, its eco-friendliness, and so on. Because of those reasons, Korean government is planning a few national projects to supply demands of users. Nevertheless, Hanok construction is not yet systematic, since its building process tends to depend on constructors’ experiences and old customs. So, it is necessary to implement objective databases and standards for value assessment to make decision easily during the design and construction processes.

In this paper, we study the process of deriving the assessment factor to judge the value of the Hanok Village. Through the procedure, a database for value evaluation could be constructed, and designers and constructors may use it in case preliminary planning needs changes, quantity of construction materials are required to be exactly expected, any sudden decision-making should be performed, and so on. The construction period and cost can certainly be reduced by taking alternative decisions in timely manner.

VE in the design process may offer high possibility to make better alternative designs and can accept change of other things, because the final design and the whole contents of the project are not yet decided. It is assumed that VE in the design stage is more effective and has possibility to reduce cost than the construction phase.[1]

II. Productivity towards Architectural Industry

A. Definition of Productivity

The original meaning of productivity can be defined as the ratio of resources invested and therefore the resulting outcomes or deliverables when a series of products able to produce any production system over a period of time as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Definition of Productivity](Source: Korean Institute of Construction Industry)

The primary purpose of defining and measuring the productivity is certainly to increase the expected output from
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sources or processes. In general, evaluation factors for the productivity include the assessment of labor effectiveness, investment capitals and relevant technologies, etc. Especially, measurement method for the AEC (Architecture, Engineering and Construction) industry can be categorized by Partial Productivity, Value-Added, Aggregation and Total Productivity. Because Hanok business in Korea is a kind of labor-intensive industry with various hard factors, labor productivity from in the category of the partial productivity is normally utilized. [1]  

B. Factors and Resolutions for Increasing Productivity

Productivity factors in the construction field can be described as five stages as shown in Figure 3: natural factors, social factors, design planning factors, construction administrative factors and the worker factors. In Hanok, a series of noticeable problems are appeared either in the phase 3, Planning Factors in DESIGN, or the phase 4, Administrative Factors in Construction. Therefore, improving productivity in the construction field can be possible by eliminating or reducing expected problems that hinder the improvement of the input resources and production systems. [2]  

![Figure 3. Classification of Productivity Factors](image)

III. Application of Value Engineering

A. Effect of Value Engineering Process

Design value assessment is one of VE processes for architectural projects. In this step, a digital spatial model for rating qualities is normally made by 3D tool and it helps expert find further necessary information and details for the design process. 3D models also enable expert to examine designs thoroughly and manage a field of construction and maintenance as the following businesses.

For example, Department of Transportation in the United States of America has applied a variety of design VE projects, and they includes 282 SOC (Social Overhead Capital) projects in 1996 with the subsidies by U.S. government and 1083 policy suggestions, and it counts 4 VE suggestions per project in average. Before the design VE, the presumed cost was 6.2 billion and 12 million dollars, but after the design VE, it was significantly decreased to 5.6 billion and 368 million dollars. Finally, the cost could be saved for 10%.

![Figure 4. Effect of Value Engineering](image)

B. Intelligent VE Process Improvements

So, VE in the design process may offer high possibility to make better alternative designs and can accept change of other things, because the final design and the whole contents of the project are not yet decided. It is assumed that VE in the design stage is more effective and has possibility to reduce cost than the construction phase.

![Figure 5. Intelligent VE Process Improvements](image)
IV. Creation of Evaluation System for New-Hanok Village

A. Characteristics of New-Hanok

Hanok have traditionally been regarded as a somewhat inconvenient place to live when reviewed relatively to the value of the modern residence. There have been a few simple methods to improve Hanok, for instance, changing its materials or designing interior space with modern style. But it is difficult to clearly define the type of modernized Hanok, called New-Hanok, because many different perceptions about its value exist. Therefore, it is necessary to set the definition of New-Hanok by examining present studies and it will also help define New-Hanok Village. Finally, those definitions could be set as the following:

New-Hanok has main structure, such as columns, beams, made of wood and traditional roof system called Gi-wa. Those are followed by required elements of the traditional Hanok. Proximal ends of its facade could be modernized and the interior space could also utilize modern techniques and equipment.

New-Hanok Village fulfilled in a certain site contains more than 10 units a section in its overall area and accompanying landscape that can be harmonized in terms of modern life and spatial combination as well.[4]

B. Habitability Factors for New-Hanok Village

To compose a complete list for critical elements of New-Hanok village, it is necessary to set up an index based on very diverse elements of the housing complex and its neighborhood.

It was required to define values reclassified by the planning principles of the existing traditional Hanok Village and a pilot New-Hanok as the formal framework of the existing town planning related to the process for determining a new evaluation index as follows:

1) Analysis framework for modern residential complex: District planning guidelines, urban planning guidelines, environmentally-friendly block detached to house, paper composition skills, sustainable new urban framework decision of the classification system by analyzing and planning standards etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valuation of New-Hanok Village</td>
<td>Spatial structure and land use</td>
<td>Utilizing natural terrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Climate control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Open space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Placement and size of the household</td>
<td>Placement of the household</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Life style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road, streets and transportation system</td>
<td>Roads, parking plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pedestrian, bicycle paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landscape and environment</td>
<td>Landscape planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Green space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public spaces and facilities</td>
<td>Sustainable environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inheritance of tradition &amp; locality</td>
<td>Citizen participation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Formative value of Hanok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The material value of the Hanok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Characteristics of the local</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Definition of New-Hanok

Figure 7. Creation Process of the Evaluation System for Residences in the New-Hanok Village
c. Performance of VE Process for New-Hanok Village

1) Completed questionnaire

Created questionnaire based on the above factors were derived. Total of sixteen items using a Likert scale are calculated for each element in priority and could be set. It occupies an important position in the higher value of those elements for New-Hanok Town evaluation. In addition, the questionnaire is classified into three types by location of New-Hanok village built; urban, suburban-type, and rural.

2) Survey participants specimen

A total of forty five people have participated in survey researches; they include twenty five people of national and public university researchers as well as associated professors, ten patients, and ten working professionals.

3) Comprehensive survey results

The survey has been processed and obtained data have been analyzed to get the results. A total of forty five questions are divided into value and type sets and then derive the parent element to take the average data set.

In the case of urban New-Hanok town appeared in ‘Road and Parking Plan,’ the most significant factor takes a 8.7 point and get placement for the household, landscape planning, pedestrian and bike paths, sustainable environment, with formative values of Hanok. It can be seen that the narrow, high land prices in Korea appeared to reflect the urban context, rather than practical, cost-effective parts are more sensitive than the community among residents.

Suburban New-Hanok Town from ‘utilizing natural terrain’ shows the highest point (8.7) followed by landscape planning, open space, climate control, public design, and citizen participation system in order. The characteristics of the plan look close to the rural type rather than the urban-style. But in overall, it can be seen that the advantages of both urban and rural are about to gain.

In the case of rural New-Hanok town also utilizes the natural terrain and has taken the highest place with a 9.5 point; climate control, open space, landscape planning, citizen participation system, public design are followed in order. Contrary to urban has focused on large land and beautiful natural scenery.

The designation of New-Hanok village seems farther away from the city center, and it has been turned that placement and size of the household, importance of road, streets and transportation systems have been less emphasized. On the other hand, landscape and environment, public spaces and facilities, inheritance of tradition and locality, spatial structure and land use are regarded as important factors in common.

v. Conclusion

The interest of the general public about the Hanok is higher than ever, and political support and social demands are being increased dramatically. To response to those requests, New-Hanok Village planing should be done systematically and more efficiently. From this point of view, configuring assessment criteria for New-Hanok Village equipped with a valid system will possibly save money and time from design and construction stages to the maintain phase.

For this study, three steps were performed to suggest evaluation factors for Hanok Village. The first step was to analyze previous studies. Examining previous studies about the existing Hanok Village and its subsystem could be derived. The second step was making a classification system. The classification system has been based on analysis of
design standard for Hanok Village. The final step was adaptation of classification system to subsystem. In this step, subsystem factors are classified by six standard categories: Spatial structure and land use, Placement and size of the household, Road, streets and transportation system, Landscape and environment, Public spaces and facilities, and Inheritance of tradition & locality.

On the other hand, this study was focused on deriving the factors and classification system, and each factor from the evaluation criteria would be suggested by an ongoing study. It is expected that there could be more penetrations towards the housing market by implementing well-inherited New-Hanok.
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